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Adagio, somewhat freely
There are people and there is a man. His face cuts through our eyelids like smokey light.

There are people and there is a man. His face cuts through our eyelids like smokey light.

There are people and there is a man. His face cuts through our eyelids like smokey light.
ever we speak, we are secretly talking to him.

f I shall be able to write great books when I see him,
you will be able to pay your bills. He will make us woozy with his

smoky love.

smoky love.

smoky love.
When we are watching each other, we remember these things. We go home alone or together with...
wandering eyes. There are kisses and

wandering eyes. There are kisses and

there is a kiss. It lives among our rumors like the

there is a kiss. It lives among our rumors like the

there is a kiss. It lives among our rumors like the
family dog. We open our eyes and it's daylight, just as family dog. We open our eyes and it's daylight, just as

we expected.

we expected.

we expected.
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